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This isnot a ransom note, manifesto, or communiqué.This is
not meant to be anything more then a declaration of autonomy,
the remembering of the anarchist idea of free association, and
a re-commitment to the spirit of no compromise!
As I try to comprehend the enormity of the disease of civi-

lization, and how it has been declared terminal by every type
of expert to the simplest folk of the land, I contemplate on
the amount of time and energy (and security) wasted trying
to form artificial connections with those I haven’t much real
affinity. I have found my family, my pack. We are amorphous
on one level, always growing and shrinking, yet we are made
of the same basic elements. We sometimes travel to other lands
to spread ideas of dissent and to learn some wicked new tricks,
and occasionally we don’t connect again for a season, a couple
years, or sometimes even a lifetime. In this post-colonial, post-
modern, post-office world we “live” in, my crew comes from



different positions, products, and places. We are of different
ethnic, cultural, and economic backgrounds. We are of differ-
ent ages, sexual orientations, and interests. We may identify
differently in the political and social contexts, but we do have
some basic things in common which unite us in life and in re-
sistance — It is our hatred of all domesticating and dominating
powers, and our desire to be wild human-animals once again.
We are a strange strain, yet we are just like you. In fact,

we may be you! We have long-term visions, ongoing affinity
on specific goals, and daily projects together. We respect, but
are not afraid to challenge and debate our different tactics. We
often discuss our overlapping, converging, or even seemingly
contrasting strategies. We are always trying to deepen our con-
nection with each other and care for our damaged bodies and
tormented souls, as we become closer to the communal beings
we oncewere, despite the alienation and isolation that themod-
ern mega-machine imposes upon us.
No, we are not perfect.We are part of the fractured existence,

a by-product of the suffocating and domesticating order, but we
know what we feel… and it is rage! Despite the odds and the
institutions of control, we have been able to connect to one of
our primal instincts — the urge to live and to fight back! All
around us we see our world being destroyed, the killing, the
torture, and the slavery being inflicted on all of life, and our
rage continues to grow! Our rage has engulfed us, and now it
must flow. Rage over the misery brought on by those whose
only salvation will be a bullet in the head. Rage over the war
on the earth and her creatures — a war that has been going
on for thousands of years, and is always escalating. Rage at
the idea of this death-culture being the only prospect for us,
then we die. No, we will not submit to the apparatus of the
state, the institutions of power, the ideologies of order! We will
resist, and continue to resist. When we have finally destroyed
our oppressors, we will burn their remains and the rubble of
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their civilization, and we will bury its ruins deep so we may
begin to heal.
We are filled with great love. Love of the beautiful chaos of

life. Love for the organic and wild connections we make with
the earth and with each other. Love for those who have com-
passion for our ravaged bodies, programmed minds, and bro-
ken hearts. Love for those regaining our lost knowledge and
primitive spirit. Love for those with the courage and passion
to resist and to create anarchy now.
Our battle call is a treasonous one. Yes, we have declared war

on the existing order. We try to understand its foundations, so
we may crack them. We study its institutions, so we can un-
dermine them. We seek out its power, so we can destroy it. We
battle against its logic — reason and order; its mechanisms of
control — domestication, capitalism, and the state; its ideology
— patriarchy and civilization.We fight against these ideas, their
physical manifestations, and their remnants in our lives.
But, we must remember that we all have different perspec-

tives on these subjects, different experiences, different points
of reference, and different ideas on how to destroy these struc-
tures and mindsets (and in some people’s minds, whether to
destroy them at all, or if they even exist). This is why our re-
lations with others need to be flexible enough to compensate
for and/or appreciate these differences, yet at the same time,
firm enough not to relinquish our autonomy or water down
our ideas and our passions. It is a balancing act that we often
spend too much time on (and in the “activist world”, almost
all of the time). We need to figure out when to be open to, and
learn from, other perspectives, and when there is no reconcilia-
tion possible. This is a gray area, which at times needs to come
into more focus. It is not as simple as being either a fundamen-
talist or a fence-rider. We should not be afraid to make some
distinctions, and occasionally draw some lines. We have spent
enough time arguing violence vs. non-violence, whether tech-
nology is neutral, or if we should vote. We need to follow our
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instincts and deal with the consequences, whether or not oth-
ers find us “not anarchist”, “lifestylist” or “too militant”. Let’s
end the abstract, academic, and hyper-theoretical word games.
Let’s create the lives we want, let’s fight how we chose to, and
let’s get free!
Certainly, we do need to continue to challenge one another,

and be critical of each other’s behaviors, attitudes, and ideas,
but let’s focus (at least some of) our energy where it belongs
the most — the institutional systems of control that are suck-
ing every last bit of energy out of life. Let’s agree to disagree.
Let’s struggle shoulder to shoulder with those who respect us,
and whom we can respect. Let’s live with and support those
whom we feel closest to. Let’s fight alongside those we have
real affinity with, and let’s break from those with whom we
have none. Let’s stop trying to kill each other, and let’s go for
the throats of the muthafuckas who are laughing at our sand-
box world, and who are kickin’ our asses (and have been for
a really long time!). Let’s connect with other struggles where
our paths converge, but let’s burn those fuckin’ bridges that are
too rigid for change, too cemented for growth, and too long a
span over irreconcilable gorges of disagreement and mistrust.
No, we can’t (and won’t) all get along, so let’s stop pretending
we can… and move on.

We’re takin’ back our lives!
(sorry, if it ain’t the way you would like us to.)

revoltingly yours,
Matches
Minister of Destruction and Re-connection
The “Bring On the Ruckus” Society
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